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Charlemagne’s Denarius, Constantine’s Edicule,
and the Vera Crux

John F. Moffitt
New Mexico State University, Emeritus

In 806 a much-discussed silver denarius bearing the likeness of Charlemagne
was issued. This is called the “temple-type” coin due to the (as yet unidentified)
architectural structure illustrated on the reverse side, and which is explicitly
labeled as representing the epitome of “Christian Religion.” By examining
different kinds of archeological and documentary evidence, this building can
now be finally identified. It is, in short, the “Edicule” built by Constantine the
Great in 326 to cover the Tomb of Christ (or Holy Sepulcher) in Jerusalem.

Both Europeans and Americans (their colonial cousins) owe a
great deal to the Emperor Charles the Great, Carolus Magnus, and
now most commonly known by his later appellation as
“Charlemagne.”1 Although already familiar to medievalists, the
basic chronological parameters for my arguments are as follows.
Born in 742, the son of King Pepin the Short (ca. 714-768),
Charlemagne ruled as king of the Franks after 768, then sharing the
1

For standard biographies in English, see R. Winston, Charlemagne:
From the Hammer to the Cross (New York: Vintage, 1954); M. Becher,
Charlemagne (New Haven: Yale UP, 2003); A. Barbero, Charlemagne: Father
of a Continent (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004); for another
perspective, see W. Braunfels, Karl der Große (Reinbek bei Hamburg:
Rohwohlt, 1991).
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kingdom with his brother Carloman, until the death of the latter in
771; he later additionally ruled as Emperor of the West, from 800
until his death in 814. Three centuries later, he became himself a
“saint,” and literally so: Charlemagne was, in fact, canonized in
1165, and his sainted status remained effective for centuries, that
is, until he was reduced to beatus, “blessed,” by Pope Benedict
XIV (1740-58). Due to Charles’s driving will, his vast empire
came to stretch from the North Sea to the Mediterranean, and from
the Atlantic to the River Oder, so prefiguring the present-day
European Union. His capital, the seat of his pan-European power,
was placed in what is now northwestern Germany, at Aquae Grani,
now known as Aachen. After the death of its founder, in 814, the
Carolingian dynasty survived until 987, when Hugh Capet, the
ancestor of a long line of famous French kings, succeeded, and the
Capetians and their followers always rested their authority upon
the now-legendary Charlemagne.2
Deliberately following the political and artistic example set
by the Roman Empire, and particularly the “Christian” version
later installed by Constantine the Great (ruled 306-337), Charles
the Great also used his coinage both for the diffusion of symbolic
messages to the people and as an instrument of centralized
economic policy. Therefore, in its first role, ideology, frequently
there will be presented a significant iconographic element in a
given numismatic exemplar. Among the coins struck under the
authority of Charlemagne, the “temple-type” coin has occasioned
the greatest amount of discussion among historians (Fig. 1-a & b).

2

For the cooption, as “Charlemagne,” of Karl der Große by the
French, and beginning in the twelfth century, see Becher, Charlemagne, 138-47.
For example, centuries later, another self-styled French “emperor,” Napoleon
Bonaparte, would both reverently and rightly refer to him as “my great
predecessor.” For a thorough exploration of the various monarchial “myths”
later associated with Charlemagne and Aachen, see the various studies gathered
in M. Kramp, ed., Krönungen: Könige in Aachen—Geschichte und Mythos
(Mainz: Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 2000).
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Accordingly, as first issued around 806, the famous silver denarius
(a “penny,” mais avant la lettre), is the focus of what follows.3

Fig. 1-a
Silver denarius of Charlemagne, ca. 806 (obverse)
Portrait of “Karolus Imp. Aug.”

On the obverse of this coin (Fig. 1-a) there is presented a
profile portrait of the emperor Charles, around which there is
placed an inscription: KAROLUS IMP[erator] AUG[gustus]. This
3
For a particularized analysis of this famous “temple coin” type, also
including a recital of the few previous interpretations of the building in question,
and then connecting its pious motto to the Libri Carolini, see H. C. Fallon,
“Imperial Symbolism on Two Carolingian Coins,” American Numismatic
Society, Museum Notes, 8 (1958), 119-31; for its practical contexts, see K. F.
Morrison and H. Grunthal, Carolingian Coins (New York: American
Numismatic Society, 1967).
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depiction shows the emperor rigidly posed and staring wide-eyed
into infinity. In its turn, this mode of imperial presentation has a
clear iconographic prototype, and Wolfgang Braunfels has pointed
out that, “beginning around 804, Charlemagne struck coins bearing
his own likeness, with these following the model of the coinage
issued by Emperor Constantine,” and as specifically characterized
by “the laurel wreath and equestrian cape.”4 As this observations
makes clear, the basic leit-motiv of Carolingian coinage is
generally “Constantinian.”
The imperial portrait of Karolus Magnus is complemented
by an equally significant architectural portrait. On the reverse of
the widely circulated Carolingian coin (Fig. 1-b) there appears
what scholars have called a “temple.” This schematically rendered
building is surmounted by a Latin cross and, below, it also shows a
complementary, Greek cross placed under a porch and framed by
two pairs of columns in antis (or free-standing). The tempietto
with a pediment-like gabled porch itself represents, according to its
oddly spelled inscription: XPICTIANA RELIGIO, that is, “The
Christian Religion.” It thus becomes a complementary symbol of
Charlemagne’s self-designated title of Defensor Fides, “Defender
of the Faith.”5 The central cross shown floating between the four
columns in antis has four equal arms; rather than a “Latin” cross,
this is instead a “Greek cross,” and so it suggests a certain building
once belonging to the Byzantine realms first founded by
Constantine. In this case, one calls attention to the much-reiterated
contemporary references to Charlemagne as representing the “New
Constantine.”6
4

Braunfels, Karl der Große, 64: “ . . . hat Karl der Große nach dem
Vorbild der Münze Kaiser Konstantins prägen lassen [mit] Lorbeerkranz und
dem Reitermantel.”
5
For Charlemagne’s custom of addressing himself in correspondence
as “Defender of God’s Holy Church,” see H.R. Loyne, and J. Percival, eds., The
Reign of Charlemagne: Documents on Carolingian Government and
Administration (London: Arnold, 1973), Documents nos. 27, 30, 33.
6

For contemporary references to Charlemagne as the “new
Constantine,” see L. Seidel, “Constantine and Charlemagne,” Gesta, 15 (1976),
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Fig. 1-b
Silver denarius of Charlemagne, ca. 806 (reverse)
Pedimented temple front with a porch containing a cross

Although some explanations for the meaning of this
building have already been advanced, as yet none has specified
credibly its exact architectural identity, or its specific geographical
location, which I shall now set about to do. There is a precedent
for such architectural-geographical specificity, since we know of at
least three other Carolingian coins or seals that do show structures
identified with specific places, and two of these illustrated the

237-9; K. Hauck, “Karl als neuer Konstantin: die archäologischen Entdeckungen
in Paderborn in historischer Sicht,” Frühmittelalterliche Studien, 20 (1986), pp.
513-35; T. Grunewald, “‘Constantinus novus’: zum Costantin-Bild des
Mittelalters,” in Costantino il grande dall'antichità all'umanesimo: colloquio sul
Cristianesimo nel mondo antico (Macerata: Università, 1992), 461-85.
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cities of Dorestad and Lyons, and were so labeled.7 Accordingly,
in 1896 a French scholar, M. Prou, suggested that the temple
depicted on Charlemagne’s denarius (Fig. 1-b) is “a summary
representation of the basilica of St. Peter in Rome.”8 Nonetheless,
this image in no way corresponds to our present knowledge of the
appearance of St. Peter’s during the early medieval period.9
Moreover, and again to the contrary of Prou’s architectural
surmise, a clear-cut representation of “Rome” does appear on a
third Carolingian numismatic example.
This is a leaden seal (bulla) issued by Charlemagne
himself; labeled “Kar[olus] Imp[erator]” (Fig. 2-a & b below).
The obverse shows his typically mustached portrait.10

7

For these two coins, see Fallon, “Imperial Symbolism on Two
Carolingian Coins,” 120.
8

M. Prou (otherwise un-named), as quoted in ibid., p. 119.

9

For the original, and quite different, appearance of St. Peter’s (and
which it still generally retained in the ninth century), see R. Krautheimer, Early
Christian and Byzantine Architecture (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986), figs.
21-25 (where the appearance of the atrium wall to the east remains somewhat
conjectural, although the appearance of the basilica itself is perfectly clear).
10

For this bulla, see P. E. Dutton, Charlemagne’s Mustache and other
Cultural Clusters of a Dark Age (New York: Palgrave, 2004), 24-5, fig. 1.10;
citing the source for this illustration as (see ibid., 207, n. 83) “François Le
Blanc, Dissertation historique [sur quelques monnayes] de Charlemagne
frappés dans Rome (Paris, 1689-90), title page and 24.” For other old references
to the “Roma” seal, see James Bryce, The Holy Roman Empire (London:
MacMillan, 1897), 103, note q. (This bulla was not mentioned in Fallon’s
study.)
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Fig. 2-a
Bulla of Charlemagne, ca. 800 (obverse)
Engraved frontispiece to François Le Blanc, Dissertation historique sur quelques
monnaies de Charlemagne frappés dans Rome (Paris, 1689-90)

The reverse of the medallion bears a complementary
inscription: “Renovatio Roman[orum] Imp[erium],” so
proclaiming the Frankish emperor’s well-known policy of
instigating a “Renewal of the Roman Empire.” The reverse of the
Carolingian seal (Fig. 2-b below)—and which is explicitly labeled
“Roma”—shows a certain building, a tall structure with two towers
flanking a high, flat masonry wall with an arched entrance set into
its center, above which a towering, Latin cross arises.
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Fig. 2-b
Bulla of Charlemagne, ca. 800 (reverse

But which building was it selected by the Carolingian
designer to generically represent “Rome?” Given its characteristic
features, rather than Old St. Peter’s (which lacked the flanking
bell-towers), it may be argued that the emblematic building shown
on the Carolingian seal as symbolically representing “Rome”
instead depicts the Lateran “Basilica Salvatoris,” Constantine's
first great building project in Rome. Erected ca. 312/13, and
known throughout the Middle Ages as “Constantine’s Church,” it
served as the Cathedral of Rome until 896, when it was rededicated
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to John the Baptist.11 To clarify this iconographic point, I
reproduce a detail from the anonymous Sette Chiese engraving of
1575, with this showing "S. Giovanni Laterano."12

Fig. 3

Detail from the anonymous Sette Chiese engraving of 1575, showing "S. Giovanni Laterano”
11

For the Lateran Cathedral built by Constantine as “his first Church
foundation,” see R. Krautheimer, Rome: Profile of a City, 312-1308 (Princeton
UP, 1980), 21-24.
12

For another pictorial reference, the Cataro Map (1576), showing "S.
Joannis lateranensis," see Krautheimer, ibid., fig. 52; for yet another, a fresco in
the Vatican depicting the “Lateran Palace and Church as before 1588,” see ibid.,
fig. 93; the Sette Chiese engraving is shown complete in Krautheimer’s fig. 194.
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The emblematic importance of this particular church and,
additionally, its personal significance for Charlemagne himself are
points settled by the observations of E. Baldwin Smith:
The great “Basilica Salvatoris” at Rome, which was built by
the first Christian emperor [Constantine] in connection with
the Lateran Palace and which was known throughout the
Middle Ages as “Constantine’s Church,” was rededicated in
A. D. 896 to John the Baptist, and its traditional distinction of
being “the Mother and the First Church of the City and the
World” was eventually transferred to St. Peter’s. . . . [Hence,]
Charlemagne, by dedicating his own Palace Chapel at Aachen
to the Savior and then calling his palace “the Lateran,” was
endeavoring to show that his Sacrum palatium was
comparable to the Lateran at Rome.13

In sum, both the iconographic and the documentary evidence now
serve to identify the emblematic building standing for “Roma” on
the Carolingian bulla (Fig. 2-b) as representing none other than the
“Basilica of the Savior” or “Constantine’s Church,” an edifice
known to have been held in great regard by Charlemagne.
As may be concluded from this brief analysis of a given
artifact, Carolingian medals and coins actually did encode
ideological messages. In this example (Fig. 2), Charlemagne
himself represents the imperial ideal (he being “Karolus
Imperator”), and his on-going cultural policy is clearly stated
(“Renovatio Romanorum Imperium”). In this case, the imperial
will focuses its attention upon a specific place (“Roma”), and such
as that spiritually resonant city was emblematically represented by
the schematic sign of a single, specific building once found there
(the “Basilica Salvatoris,” later to be dubbed "S. Joannis
lateranensis"), with this edifice now recognized to be an important
Christian place of worship commissioned by none other than
Constantine the Great. Nonetheless, the structure depicted on the
Carolingian “temple coin” (Fig. 1-b) does not remotely look like
13

E. Baldwin Smith, Architectural Symbolism of Imperial Rome and
the Middle Ages (New York: Hacker, 1978), 90; see also 97, where Smith
clearly identifies the building shown on Charlemagne’s bulla, “issued shortly
after his coronation in A.D. 800” (his fig. 81), as representing “Constantine’s
church, St. Savior of the Lateran.”
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either of the two churches in Rome founded by Constantine, either
St. Peter’s or the Lateran Basilica, both of which generally had
retained their original, fourth-century appearance into the
Carolingian era. Nonetheless, as I will now argue, the structure
shown on Charlemagne’s denarius is, in fact, a Constantinian
foundation, but that its location was in Jerusalem, and not in Rome.
In a broader context, and as is well known, in art as well as
in governance, the pattern of "renovatio" so diligently pursued by
Charles the Great was deliberately modeled upon that cultural
“renewal” first initiated by Constantine the Great (ca. 274-337),
the first specifically "Christian Emperor." Constantine specifically
“renewed” the Roman Empire by making it “Christian.”
Accordingly, Constantine was, and for all the obvious reasons,
later to be treated both as a “saint” and as the basic model for all
subsequent Christian rulers by medieval historians.14 Richard
Krautheimer has even specified that “all Charlemagne’s political
ideas, his conception of a new Empire, and of his own status were
based upon the image of the first Christian emperor [Constantine].
Numerous [contemporary] documents testify to the parallel which
time and again was drawn between the Carolingian house and
Constantine.“15 Hence, Charlemagne was himself specifically
hailed as representing the "New Constantine" by Pope Hadrian I in
772; this was, however, only the first time that the Carolingian
ruler would be so titled.16
14

Whereas Constantine was, and for all the obvious reasons, treated as
a “saint” and the basic role-model for all subsequent Christian rulers by
medieval historians, modern scholars have adopted a more skeptical, even
negative, position; see, for instance, M. Grant, Constantine the Great: The Man
and His Times (New York: Scribner’s, 1994) (where he perhaps reminds the
modern reader of Saddam Hussein); see also K. Deschner, Kriminalgeschichte
des Christentums (Reinbek: Rowohlt, 1986), esp. chapter 5, examining the
bloody career of “Saint Constantine.”
15

R. Krautheimer, "The Carolingian Revival of Early Christian
Architecture," Art Bulletin, 24 (1942), 1-38 (p. 36).
16

Hadrian, as cited in E. Kantorowicz, Laudes Regiae. A Study in
Liturgical Acclamations and Medieval Ruler Worship (Berkeley: University of
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Given its distinctive architectural and iconographic
features, it will now be argued that Charlemagne’s “temple” (Fig.
1-b) was, in fact, a straightforward representation of the vestibuleporch greeting pilgrims at the east end of a much revered building,
a most holy shrine, one then known as the “Edicule” (from
aedicule, a “little house”). This venerable edifice was, in fact,
ordered to be constructed in 326 by none other than Constantine
the Great. He had it erected directly above the subterranean cavetomb of Christ in Jerusalem; this was the holy site that the emperor
then piously enclosed within a colonnaded, circular monument, the
Edicule (see below Figs. 4-6).

Fig. 4
A Reconstruction of the original appearance of the rock-cut Tomb of Christ. B The
Edicule and its porch, as later erected directly over the Tomb of Christ by Constantine,
ca. 326. The ground-plans of both the Tomb (A) and its later Edicule tomb-marker (B)
are shown to the left; both structures are shown to the right in elevation, with this
sequence revealing how Constantine had reshaped the natural lapidary formation in
order to fit within the Edicule. (North is to the top of the plan.)

California Press, 1958), 93, n. 93. For more contemporary references to
Charlemagne as the “new Constantine,” beyond the one from Pope Hadrian I,
see the publications cited in note 6 above.
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Fig. 5
Ground plan of the architectural complex built by order of Constantine
at Golgotha-Calvary from 326 to 335
Left is (1) the Edicule, later completely covered by (2) the columned Rotunda of the
Anastasis; directly east is (3) the great atrium, or “Court before the Cross”: this
contains (4) the repository of the True Cross, and (5) the small chapel sheltering the
Rock of Calvary (Golgotha), and east of that is (6) the immense Martyrion Basilica
(north is at the top of the plan).

Besides being characterized by a Latin cross placed at its
pinnacle (see Figs. 4-6), the other recognized distinguishing
feature of the Edicule was an open porch, supported on two pairs
of columns, with a pediment-like gabled roof. The Greek-cross
centered within the entrance to the building on the coin (Fig. 1-b)
also appears as a standard feature on the other early-medieval,
surviving representations of the Edicule venerated in Jerusalem-and which also typically show a complementary, or “Latin,” cross
placed upon the roof (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6
Constantine’s Edicule in Jerusalem
as depicted on a marble plaque from a Syrian church, ca. 600
Washington DC, Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine Collection

This initially modest-scaled building formed the exemplary
spiritual core of an expanding architectural complex (see Fig. 5)
that was later collectively known to devout Europeans as the Santo
Sepolcro or Sainte Sépulcre, and to the Byzantines as the Anastasis
(“Resurrection” or “Ascent”). This “Holy Sepulcher” was an
architecturally evolving, potently symbolic structure later to
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become of great emotional significance for medieval Europe.
Among other repercussions, the figurative “Tomb of Christ” later
became a raison d’être for armies of pious Europeans embarking
upon the various “Holy Crusades” designed to “liberate” the ”Holy
Land” (now called “Israel”) from its heterodox “Saracen”
overlords (an invasive outrage still very much on the minds of
modern Moslems, some of whom still vigorously pursue their
medieval jihad against the ever-intrusive West).17
On a somewhat less emotional note, Constantine’s
architectural archetype also provided the prototypical architectural
pattern characterizing the medieval martyrium, or martyr’s tomb.
Normally given a centralized ground plan, these commemorative
structures, themselves the venerated objects of pious pilgrimages,
were also sometimes called aediculae, likewise meaning “little
houses.”18 The hallowed archetype for all those Christian
sepulchral structures erected throughout Europe was, of course, the
Holy Sepulcher, and as first erected by Constantine the Great in
Jerusalem, and as spiritually centered upon the modestly-scaled
Edicule initially built as a grave-marker to commemorate the tragic
death and subsequent, and truly momentous, Resurrection of the
Christian Savior.19
It was into the rock-cut tomb, later to be covered by
Constantine’s Edicule, that the body of Christ had been placed
17

For some idea of the immense later cultural and artistic importance
of the Holy Sepulcher, see J. F. Moffitt, "Anastasis-Templum: 'Subject or NonSubject' in an Architectural Representation by Jacopo Bellini?" Paragone,
33/no. 391 (1982), 3-24. (with ample bibliography). On the hundreds of years
of disastrous warfare during the Middle Ages that were largely provoked by this
symbolic building, and with its repercussions still plaguing us in the 21st
century, see Zoé Oldenbourg, Les Croisades (Paris: Gallimard, 1965).
18

For this archetypal architectural genre, see A. Grabar, Martyrium:
Rechereches sur le culte des reliques et l’art chrétien antique (Paris: Collège de
France, 1943-46).
19

For the post-Constaninian evolution of the “Santo Sepulcro,” and
particularly the way it was later illustrated by European artists, see J. A.
Ramírez, Construcciones ilusorias: Arquitecturas descritas, arquitecturas
pintadas (Madrid: Alianza, 1983), p. 56 ff. (see also Moffitt, as in note 17).
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immediately after his Crucifixion on Good Friday (in the year 30
or, less likely, 33 AD). Two days later, on Easter Sunday, the
tomb was visited by Mary Magdalene and two other women (the
“Three Marys”), who then found it empty. There, however, they
were hailed by an unknown youth “clothed in a long white
garment.” As he explained to them (Mark 16: 6), “You seek Jesus
of Nazareth, who was crucified. He has risen [surrexit]; he is not
here, behold the place where they had laid him,” so apparently
attesting to the Resurrection into heaven of Christ (the “anointed
one”: Christós or Messías in Greek; the latter term comes from the
Hebrew mashiakh). This is the poignant scene that produced the
most famous dialogue in early medieval literature, the Quem
Quaeritis (“Whom do ye seek?”). Composed around 950, it
consists of a probing question, an answer, and a triumphant reply:
Quem quaeritis in sepulchro, O christicole?
Ihesum Nazarenum crucifixum, O celicole.
Non est hic, surrexit, sicut ipse dixit;
Ite, annunciate quia surrexit.20
(Whom, oh you Followers of Christ, do you seek in the tomb?
Oh you Heaven Dwellers,
it is Jesus of Nazareth, He who was crucified. He is not here
[reply the Heaven Dwellers];
He has arisen, and as He said [He would do]. Go; announce
[to the world] that He has indeed arisen [that is, from the
empty grave and, hence, He has ascended to Heaven.])

This purported event, nothing less than a heavenly
apotheosis, proved decisive for the course of all subsequent
European history. The crucial conundrum was that, other than the
Resurrection, there was no real proof for the divinity of Christ—
and hence no “divine” basis for Christian religion. This critical
issue was so acknowledged by none other than St. Paul himself: Si
autem Christus non resurrexit, inanis est ergo praedicatio nostra
[et] vana est fides vestra—“And if Christ be not risen, then is our
preaching in vain [and] your faith is without ground” (I
20

Quem Quaeritis, in O. B. Hardison, Christian Rite and Christian
Drama in the Middle Ages (Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1965), 178-9.
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Corinthians 15: 14, 17). Hence, the empty tomb—that is, such as it
was taken to have been vacated by divine (versus mere mortal)
intervention—subsequently validates the Christian religion.
The only documentation allowing for any identification of
the tomb, and especially its specific physical location, is sparse
indeed; it is all found in the New Testament, namely in Matthew
(27: 32 to 28: 8); Mark (15: 20 to 16:8); Luke (23: 26 to 24: 10,
and 24: 22-4); and John (19: 17 to 20: 18). According to these
brief but complementary sources, Jesus was taken out of the
(western?) gate of the city of Jerusalem (as suggested in Hebrews
13: 12, 13), and he was then brought to Golgotha—“the place of
the skull,” or Mount Calvary, where Christ was crucified in front
of “multitudes.” (Slightly later, however, and as due to an
extension of the city walls ordered by Herod Agrippa in AD 41-2,
this place was then to be included within the municipal perimeters
of Jerusalem.) At that place, “Golgotha,” there was a garden, and
here there was also a tomb, but one in which no one had ever yet
been laid. According to the Gospel writers (Matthew 27: 57-60;
Mark 15: 43-46; Luke 23: 50-54; John 19: 38-42), the body of
Christ was removed from the cross by Joseph of Arimathea, who
took it to his family-tomb, which he had himself hewn out of rock.
He rolled a great stone across the entrance. Two days later, the
three women came to the tomb and found it empty, the stone rolled
away, and then they saw an angel perched upon it. Taking its
message with them, they reported what they had seen and heard to
the Apostles (as was again to be recounted in the Quem Quaeritis).
The manner of the crucial invenio (“finding”) by
Constantine the Great of the tomb of Christ, and its subsequent
architectural embellishment with the Edicule, were described by
Constantine’s biographer, Eusebius of Caesarea (ca. 263-339).
Moreover, and, as should be noted here, in a Latin translation made
by Rufinus of Aquilaea, Eusebius's Vita Constantini was likely
known in northern Europe before the Carolingian period.21 As the
21

For the fame of Eusebius among the Carolingians, see G. Henderson,
Early Medieval: Style and Civilisation (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), 21416, where Henderson clearly states that "the story of the apparition of the cross
[as the labarum appears] in Eusebius's History [sic: Life] of Constantine.
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Greek historian explained (Vita, III, 25), Constantine, “moved in
spirit by the Savior himself,” sought to find the long-lost location
of a highly prized, decidedly holy tomb. Specifically, Constantine
“judged it incumbent on him to make the blessed locality of our
Savior’s resurrection an object of attraction and veneration to all.”
According to Eusebius (III, 26), his task was made difficult
because that last resting-place of Christ on earth was a “sacred
cave [that] certain impious and godless persons had thought to
remove entirely from the eyes of men.” To achieve their
“impious” goal, these “godless” people, the Romans (specifically
those working under the direction of Hadrian in 135), had
brought a quantity of earth from a distance with much labor,
and they covered the entire spot; then, having raised this
[artificial mound] to a moderate height, they paved it over
with stone, so concealing the holy cave beneath this massive
mound. Then, as though their purpose had been effectually
accomplished, they prepared on this foundation a truly
dreadful sepulcher of souls, by building a gloomy shrine of
lifeless idols [dedicated] to the impure spirit whom they call
Venus, and by offering detestable oblations therein on profane
and accursed altars . . . thus burying the sacred cave [the tomb
of Christ] beneath these foul pollutions.22
Eusebius's History in a Latin translation by Rufinus was certainly known in
England in the Early Christian period." Alas, he provides no source or
bibliography for this assertion, which to me makes perfect sense. However,
according to the editors of a new English translation of the Vita Constantini, it
appears that, as is presently understood, the earliest manuscript copy now known
of the work in Greek belongs to the tenth century, and it seems that there was no
mention made of a Latin version until the sixteenth century; see the Introduction
to Eusebius, Life of Constantine, eds. Averil Carmeron and Stuart G. Hall
(Oxford: Oxford UP, 1999), esp. 48-53. Nonetheless, we do know that the
survival rate of such perishable materials was tenuous; for more on the
transmission (and loss) of Greek and Latin literary culture in this period, see the
seven essays collected in Bernard Bischoff, Manuscripts and Libraries in the
Age of Charlemagne (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1994); see esp. 56-75, “The Court
Library of Charlemagne.”
22

Eusebius, as in P. Schaff and H. Wace, eds., A Select Library of
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (Grand Rapids: Wm. E. Erdmans, 1961: 15
vs.), v. I, 527.
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Here Eusebius is referring to the “Aelia Capitolina,” a ceremonial
complex erected within the newly incorporated part of Jerusalem
(since 42), and which included the pagan Temple of Venus. The
latter was built directly upon the site of the Holy Sepulcher by the
Emperor Hadrian, and most likely in direct response to the Second
Jewish War (AD 131-5).
Then Eusebius proceeds to describe (Vita, III, 27, 28)
“How Constantine commanded the material of the idol temple, and
the soil itself, to be removed at a distance,” with this excavation
then directly leading to the “Discovery of the Most Holy
Sepulcher.” Unfortunately, the historian does not tell us by what
specific means Constantine was led to identify this site—as
opposed to any other site—as being the correct location of the holy
tomb. However the identification may have been arrived at (and
there is, significantly, no mention made by Constantine’s
biographer of any inscription certifying the identification of this
spot), once the land fill had been removed, states Eusebius,
“immediately, and contrary to all expectation, the venerable and
hallowed monument [martyrion, literally ‘proof, testimony’] of our
Savior’s Resurrection was discovered.”23
This momentous event is usually dated to the year 326.
However, according to another historian writing some seventy-five
years later, Rufinus of Aquilaea, the real credit for the momentous
discovery should be instead given to Constantine’s mother, the
Empress Helena (ca. 248-328). Born in Italy around 345, Rufinus
was a monk and scholar who was later to spend some twenty years
in a monastery on the Mount of Olives devoting himself to pious
study (including his standard Latin translation of Eusebius’ Church
History). In his own Historia Ecclesiastica (ca. 402), Rufinus
affirms that that there was, in fact, an inscription identifying the
sacred spot. This account is somewhat at variance with what
Eusebius had stated. As Rufinus explained,
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At about the same time [326], Helena, the mother of
Constantine, a woman of outstanding faith and deep piety, and
also of exceptional munificence, whose offspring indeed one
would expect to be such a man as Constantine, was advised by
divinely-sent visions to go to Jerusalem. There she was to
make an enquiry among the inhabitants in order to find the
place where the sacred body of Christ had hung upon the
Cross. The spot was difficult to find, and this was because the
persecutors of old had set a statue [and a temple] of Venus
over it; if any Christian wanted to worship Christ in that place,
he seemed to be worshipping Venus. For this reason, the
place was not much frequented, and had been all but forgotten.
But when, as we related above, the pious lady
hastened to the spot that had been pointed out to her by a
heavenly sign, she then tore down all that was profane and
polluted there. Deep beneath the rubble [of the pagan temple]
she found three crosses lying in disorder. But the joy of
finding this treasure was marred by the difficulty of
distinguishing to whom each cross belongs. The board was
found there [lying in the disorder], it is true, upon which Pilate
had placed and inscriptions written in Greek, Latin and
Hebrew characters [with said inscription, a titulus, identifying
“JESUS OF NAZARETH, THE KING OF THE JEWS”: John
19: 19].
But not even this [inscription] provided sufficient
evidence to identify the Lord’s Cross [among the three
available crosses]. In such an ambiguous case, uncertainly
requires divine proof. It happened that in the same city, a
certain prominent lady of that place lay mortally ill with a
serious disease. Macarius was at that time bishop of the
Church there [in Jerusalem]. When he saw the doubts of the
queen and all present, he said: “Bring all three crosses which
have been found, and God will now reveal to us which is the
cross which bore Christ.”

Bishop Macarius then said a prayer, and the afflicted woman was
miraculously cured, that is, once the healing “wood of salvation”
had been brought next to her. As Rufinus concludes his tale of a
miraculous discovery and a divine intervention,
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When the queen saw that her wish had been answered by such
a clear sign, she had built a marvelous church of royal
magnificence over the place [at Golgotha] where she had
discovered the Cross. The nails, too, which had attached the
Lord’s body to the Cross [but, supposedly, there were only
three or four of these], she sent to her son [Constantine].
From some of these, he had a horse’s bridle made, for use in
battle, while he used the others to add strength to a helmet,
equally with a view to using it in battle. Part of the redeeming
wood [from the Cross] she also sent to her son, but she also
left part of it there to be preserved in silver chests. This part
[of the True Cross] is commemorated by regular veneration to
this very day.24

In this case, it is of interest to note that Eusebius makes no
mention whatsoever of the vision-induced finding of the True
Cross recounted by Rufinus; furthermore, Eusebius does not even
deign to discuss Helena’s purported role in the momentous finding
of the burial site of Christ. To the contrary, states Eusebius (Vita
Constantini, III, 33), to the west of Jerusalem, it was specifically
“the emperor [Constantine who] now began to rear a monument to
the Savior’s victory over death with rich and lavish magnificence.
And it may be that this was that second and new Jerusalem spoken
of in the predictions of the prophets,” that is, as described in
Revelation 21. To fulfill these commemorative ends, Eusebius
explains (III, 29) that Constantine “commanded that a house of
prayer worthy of the worship of God should be erected near [or
alongside] the Savior’s tomb on a scale of rich and royal
greatness.” The work ordered by Constantine proceeded in three
stages (III, 34-40):
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First of all, then, he adorned the sacred cave itself, as the chief
part of the whole work. . . . This monument [the Edicule],
therefore, was first of all [to be built], as the chief part of the
whole, [and it was] beautified with rare columns, and was
profusely enriched with the most splendid decorations of
every kind. The next object of his attention was a space of
ground [directly east and adjacent to the tomb] of great extent,
and open to the pure air of heaven. This atrium he adorned
with a pavement of finely polished stone, and he had it
enclosed on three sides with porticos of great length. At the
side opposite to the cave [and the intervening atrium], which
was located at the eastern side [of the complex], the church
itself [the Martyrion] was erected [see fig. 5]. This [basilicachurch] was a noble work rising to a vast height, and of great
extent, both in length and breadth.25

In order to solve the architectural riddle presented by the
“temple coin” (Fig. 1-b), besides the well-known fact of
Charlemagne’s identification with Constantine, there also needs to
be entered into the (art-) historical record the fact of a considerable
body of contemporary writings attesting to a direct relationship
between Charlemagne and the Holy Land.26 For example, around
the year 968, the monk Benedict of Mount Soracte wrote an
imaginative chronicle in which he pictured Charlemagne mounting
an expedition to liberate Jerusalem from the Saracens (les
Croisades, mais avant la lettre), and the humbled Moslem leader
then makes the Frankish emperor the protector of the Holy
Sepulcher at the very moment when he visits the tomb of Christ to

25
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Eusebius, as in Schaff and Wace, A Select Library, 528-29.

For specific details on the known contacts of Charlemagne with
Jerusalem, see S. Runciman, "Charlemagne and Palestine," The English
Historical Review, 50 (1935), 606-619; K. Schmid, "Aachen und Jerusalem: ein
Beitrag zur historischen Personenforschung der Karolingerzeit," in K. Hauck,
ed., Das Einhardkreuz: Vorträge und Studien der Münsteraner Diskussion zum
arcus Einhardi (Göttingen: Universität, 1974), 122-142; M. Borgolte, “Der
Gesandtenaustausch der Karolinger mit den Abbasiden und mit den Patriarchen
von Jerusalem,” Münchener Beiträge zur Mediävistik und RenaissanceForschung, 25 (1976), 15-40.
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pay homage.27 According to another, earlier (ca. 884) and even
more widely broadcast, account given by Notker Balbulus (in his
De Carolo Magno, II, 9), Harun al-Rashid, the Abbasid Caliph
(786-809), had voluntarily given Charlemagne jurisdiction over the
entire Holy Land in 802, hence also dominion over the Tomb of
Christ discovered by Constantine. 28 Appropriately, four years after
his physical acquisition of the Holy Sites in Jerusalem,
Charlemagne then issued coinage showing a miniature temple
representing “Christian Religion” (Fig. 1-b), that is, the Holy
Sepulcher itself (see Figs. 4-6).
Writing even earlier (between 829 and 836), Einhard, the
Frankish Emperor’s first biographer, was more explicit regarding
Charlemagne’s direct sovereignty over the Anastasis-Holy
Sepulcher architectural-complex in Jerusalem inaugurated by
Constantine (see Fig. 5). As Einhard explained (Vita Karoli
Magni, II, 16),
With Harun-al-Rashid, King of the Persians, who held almost
the whole of the East in fee (always excepting India),
Charlemagne was on such friendly terms that Harun valued his
goodwill more than the approval of all the other kings and
princes in the entire world, and [Harun] considered that he
[Charlemagne] alone was worthy of being honored and
propitiated with gifts. When Charlemagne’s messengers,
whom he had sent with offerings to the most Holy Sepulcher
of our Lord and Savior and to the place of His resurrection,
came to Harun and told him of their master’s intention, he not
only granted all that was asked of him but he even went so far
as to agree that this sacred scene of our redemption [the
Anastasis] should be placed under Charlemagne’s own
jurisdiction.

Immediately after (II, 17), Einhard then sets about to describe
Charlemagne’s own architectural projects, and “outstanding among
these, one might claim, is the great church of the Holy Mother of
27

Benedict, as cited in S. G. Nichols, Romanesque Signs: Early
Medieval Narrative and Iconography (New Haven: Yale UP, 1983), 72.
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Notker, in Einhard and Notker the Stammerer: Two Lives of
Charlemagne, tr. L. Thorpe (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), 148.
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God at Aachen, which is a really remarkable construction.”29 This
central-plan building, a Palatine Chapel (the Pfalzkapelle), was
itself typologically modeled upon the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem.
Given this abundant contemporary documentation, Stephen
Nichols is led to conclude that, “by the later tenth century, then, to
mention the Holy Sepulcher (Figs. 4-6) no longer automatically
called up the sole image of Constantine, but also, and perhaps even
rather, Charlemagne.” Hence, “Charlemagne could be seen less as
a successor to Constantine than as a renovatio of him, a representation of what he was perceived to have stood for.” And this
linkage is due to the well-known fact that “Charlemagne and his
advisors had consciously emulated the Constantinian model from
800 onward.” Moreover, in specific regard to the place of
Charlemagne’s eventual interment in Aachen, the Pfalzkapelle,
Nichols concludes that “its use of the two-story rotunda format,
with galleries and its dedications to Christ, the Palatine Chapel
may be said to conform to the typology of the [commonplace
medieval] copies of the Holy Sepulcher [and] as the archetype of
the Anastasis become more prevalent in Europe, the Rotunda at
Aix [Aachen], itself a martyrium dedicated to Christ, would
assume a clear typological association with the Holy Sepulcher.”30
One example among those plentiful medieval architectural
replications of the Holy Sepulcher (among many others cited by
Richard Krautheimer) is the Carolingian church of St. Michael at
Fulda. Erected between 820 and 822 with an octagonal ground
plan, the “titulus” inscribed on the main altar expressly linked the
modern church to the archetypal Holy Sepulcher: “Christo cuius
hic tumulus nostra sepulcra juvat . . . .”31 In the event, the
29

Einhard, pp. 70-71.
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Nichols, Romanesque Signs, 73-74.
The odd manner of
Charlemagne’s interment at Aachen is analyzed in detail in J. F. Moffitt, The
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Carolingians would have been familiar with the schematic ground
plan of the Holy Sepulcher drawn in 690 by Alculph; here
Constantine’s Edicule (Figs. 4-6) is expressly labeled a Tegurium
rotundum, a “circular shelter.”32 Arculph, a bishop from Gaul,
later dictated his eye-witness account, “Of the Holy Places,” to
Adamnan, the abbot of the Monastery of Iona, and the result was
the latter’s book, De Locis Sanctis (ca. 703). Extracts from
Adamnan’s composition were, in turn, later quoted by the
Venerable Bede in his Historia Ecclesiastica Gentis Anglorum,
completed in 731. According to what one may now read in Bede’s
History of the English Church and People (V, 16), the magnificent
architectural complex built by Constantine from 326 to 335 on “the
site of Christ’s Passion and Resurrection” was still intact around
690. Bede states that Arculph “writes as follows”:
For those entering the city of Jerusalem from the northern
side, the lay-out of the streets makes the Church of
Constantine, known as the Martyrdom [or Martyrion], the first
of the Holy Places to be visited. This was erected by the
Emperor Constantine in a magnificent regal style, for this is
the place where his mother Helena had discovered the Cross
of our Lord.
Immediately to the west [of the Martyrion: see Fig. 5
for what follows], the [tiny] Church of Golgotha [or Calvary]
comes into view, where there can be seen the rock upon which
there once stood the Cross, with the Body of our Lord [Corpus
Christi] nailed to it. The rock now supports an enormous
silver cross, over which there hangs a great bronze wheel
bearing lamps. Beneath the site of our Lord’s Cross a crypt
has been hewn out of the rock, and the Holy Sacrifice is
offered for the honored dead on an altar here, while their
bodies remain [interred] outside in the street.
To the west of this there stands the Church of the
Anastasis, which is the church of our Lord’s Resurrection; it
[that is, the domed “Rotunda” then covering the Edicule built
directly over the Holy Sepulcher] is circular in shape,
surrounded by three walls, and is supported upon twelve
columns. Between each of the walls there is a broad passage
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[an ambulatory], where three altars stand at three places facing
the central wall, to the north, south, and west. There are eight
doors or entrances through the three walls, four facing east,
and four facing west.
In the center [and beneath the Rotunda covering the
Edicule] is the circular Tomb of our Lord, cut out of the rock,
and a man standing inside it can touch the roof with his hand.
The entrance [and its porch with two pairs of columns in antis]
faces eastward, and against it stands the great stone, which
still bears the marks of iron tools. The exterior is completely
covered with marble to the top of the roof, which is adorned
with gold, and which bears a great golden cross.
The Sepulcher of our Lord [within the Rotunda] is
cut out of the north side of the Tomb [covered by the Edicule];
it is seven feet in length, and is raised three hands’ breadth
above the pavement. The entrance is on the south side, where
twelve lamps burn day and night, four inside the Sepulcher
itself, and eight above it on the right-hand side.
The stone that once formed the door of the Tomb has
since been broken, but the smaller portion now stands as a
small square altar placed in front of the Tomb, while the larger
portion forms another altar located at the eastern end of the
same Church, and it is draped with linen cloth. The color of
the Tomb and Sepulcher is mingled white and red.33

The Arculph-Adamnan-Bede description just quoted now
provides us with an excellent idea of how the modest-scaled
Edicula first raised by Constantine over the Holy Sepulcher (or
Anastasis: “Ascension, Resurrection”)—and just as it was erected
by him directly above the humble, rock-cut tomb of Christ—
actually did appear later, and specifically in Charlemagne’s time.
This typological-iconographic point really does require
clarification, especially since the “Holy Sepulcher” presently
visited in Jerusalem by troops of pious pilgrims is a building put up
much later, in fact, in the early nineteenth century. The present
structure, built 1809-10, is the last in a diverse succession of
buildings enclosing the purported tomb of Christ. It does not,
however, even remotely resemble its early-fourth-century
prototype, the first Edicule as built by Constantine around 326.
33
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That edifice was later put to the torch by the Persians, in 614; later
restored, between 616 and 618, it was again razed to the ground by
the Fatimid Caliph al-Hakim in 1009. In the light of the latest
archeological findings, it is now recognized that the original
structure was a single-storied, central-plan structure with a conical,
cross-bearing roof, and one entered into the tomb through an
attached and projecting, gabled porch with lattice grills and
columns in antis; the entire structure only stood about ten meters
high (see Fig. 4-B). Although covered (and so protected by) by the
Rotunda of the Anastasis, it was evidently to maintain this canonic
appearance until 1009.
According to the conclusions reached by Martin Biddle in
his exhaustive analytical history of The Tomb of Christ (2000), the
“Edicule” (or Aedicula: “little house”) initially erected by
Constantine around and over the Holy Sepulcher, for which he had
also cut away much of the natural rock formations originally
surrounding the tomb, consisted of two parts (Fig. 4). As Biddle
explains, “In front [and facing to the east] was a porch of four
columns with a pediment and a gabled roof. Behind it [and inside
the Edicule] was the Tomb Chamber, freed on all sides from the
living rock; it was rounded or polygonal outside, covered with
marble, decorated by five columns with semi-detached bases and
capitals, and surmounted by a conical roof of tapering panels,
topped with a cross” (Fig. 5).34 A ground-plan of the entire
architectural ensemble designed by Constantine (it was formally
dedicated in September 335) shows that the Edicule looked
eastward across a vast atrium, some twenty meters deep and called
the “Court before the Cross”; this courtyard faced the Martyrion, a
vast basilica-church erected over Mount Calvary.
This is the architectural complex described in the ArculphAdamnan-Bede account of around 690. By that time, however, the
Edicule had itself become completely covered over and hidden by
the towering “Rotunda of the Anastasis,” a domed structure over
twenty meters in height. Erected between 348 and 380, the
Anastasis Rotunda (Fig. 5, no. 2) was designed as a double-shell
34
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construction, with an outer, polygonal wall and an inner arcade
supported on piers and arches. The central space, enclosing the
Edicule containing the actual Holy Sepulcher, was thus surrounded
by an ambulatory. The outer wall of this circular processional
space included three apsidal projections, so providing a subtle
allusion to the head and arms of the Cross. Surrounding the Tomb
of Christ itself, there was an inner ring of 20 supports in all: 8 piers
and 12 columns; the latter were over 23 feet high and arranged in
groups of three. These supported a conical, wooden roof with a
hole, or oculus, in the center to provide a direct link between the
Tomb and Heaven.35
And here at Golgotha there was first set into place the
archetypal three-part architectural scheme—the tomb-to-theatrium-to-the-commemorative church—that was to be faithfully
repeated at Aachen half a millennium later.36 However, rather than
depicting the gable-roofed, cross-topped Edicule, it was, in fact,
typical of post-Carolingian iconography to show the Anastasis as a
domed structure, so instead illustrating the bulbous roof of the
lofty, twenty-one meters in diameter, Rotunda which had
completely enclosed the miniscule Edicule since around 350.37
Given its distinctive features, it may now be argued that the
35
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“temple” shown on Charlemagne’s coin (Fig. 1-b) was, in fact, a
straightforward representation of the famous “Edicule” (see Fig. 4B) erected by Constantine in 326 over the subterranean Tomb of
Christ in Jerusalem. In short, the schematized building shown on
Charlemagne’s coinage—one with a central-plan, and so indicated
by the conical roof and the placement of the four columns--exactly
corresponds to the symbolic structure described by Martin Biddle
as having been visually characterized by, besides a Latin cross at
its pinnacle (see Figs. 4-B, 5), additionally “a porch of four
columns with a pediment and a gabled roof.” It is specifically the
projecting “porch”—actually a portico, for it is “columned and
pedimented like a temple front”38—that greeted pilgrims wishing
to enter the Tomb of Christ that appears on the Carolingian
“temple coin.” The Greek-cross centered within the porticoentrance to the building shown on the Carolingian coin (Fig. 1-b)
also appears as a standard feature on the other early, surviving
representations of the Edicule venerated in Jerusalem--and which
also typically show a Latin-cross placed upon the roof (see Fig. 6).
The typical appearance of these architectural
representations—to cite just one example among several of these
representative works, and which would have been acquired by
pious pilgrims as tourist souvenirs—is nicely conveyed by a
marble plaque now dated to around 600 (Fig. 6). This carved
panel was originally part of a chancel barrier erected in a Syrian
church. Many similar examples are extant.39 Besides paintings,
the portable tourist items most commonly acquired bearing
representations of the Edicule were ampullae, or cast-metal flasks
used for carrying holy oil and decorated with bas-reliefs.
Moreover, according to historical accounts, early in 800,
Charlemagne himself had received in Aachen an embassy sent by
38
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the Patriarch of Jerusalem, which also brought him precious relics
from the Holy Sepulcher.40 Among these prized souvenirs of the
Holy Land, there was surely a pictorial representation of the
Edicule (and likely looking like Fig. 6)—especially since, just six
years later, Charlemagne issued the denarius (Fig. 1-b) with a
representation of the very same structure, visually characterized by
“a porch of four columns with a pediment and a gabled roof.”
In 806, this stylized edifice (Fig. 1-b) is now globally, and
quite aptly, verbally declared to stand for “Christian Religion,” and
its understood spiritual locus was, of course, “Jerusalem” (and so
complementing a contemporaneous representation of “Roma” (Fig.
2-b). Moreover, the Syrian plaque generically replicating the
Edicule (Fig. 6), which was itself long since taken to represent the
“Christian temple” par excellence, also exactly repeats the
distinctive arrangement later shown on the Carolingian coin (Fig.
1-b). In sum, both the Syrian panel and the Carolingian coin
combine the same essential or typological features, that is, a
symmetrical composition with a prominent vertical alignment,
where a Latin cross, placed high upon the peak of the gabled roof,
is echoed below, in the porch, by yet another cross with wedgeshaped, nearly equal, arms centrally placed between two sets of
paired, free-standing columns, with simplified Corinthian capitals
and emphasized bases.
In a broader context, this conclusion reached through close
visual analysis complements the written records abundantly
attesting to a Carolingian veneration of the Cross, and also, by
implication, of devotion to the place of the martyrdom of Christ,
with this known to have been located immediately adjacent to His
tomb (Figs. 1-b, 4-6).
According to the Libri Carolini
commissioned by Charlemagne after 787, the Cross of the Lord
(Dominice crucis), upon He was martyred nearly eight centuries
earlier, emphatically “demands worship; this is the insignia of our
realm [nostri regis insigne] . . . . This is the sign of our emperor
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[Hoc est signum nostri imperatoris].”41 A larger context for this
pious declaration is now provided by the historical evidence, as
previously presented, demonstrating Charlemagne’s keen interest
in the Constantinian Edicule at Jerusalem, over which he was
granted sovereignty in 802; hence, “Hoc est signum nostri
imperatoris.” Just like the “Dominice crucis,” Charlemagne would
have obviously taken this symbolic structure, the Tomb of Christ,
and as it was identified by two different representations of the
“Cross of the Lord” (Fig. 1-b), to be a concrete sign of
“XPICTIANA RELIGIO,” Christian religion itself.
But which “Cross” is the one shown centered within the
entrance to the Edicule rising above (and symbolizing) the Tomb
of Christ as shown on Charlemagne’s denarius (Fig. 1-b)? As
piously inscribed “Christiana Religio,” it is, in short (and, I think,
obviously so), none other than the famed “True Cross,” the most
venerated of all Christian relics. Referring again to the groundplan of the architectural complex commissioned by Constantine
(Fig. 5), we see that in the south-west corner of the great atrium
(“3”), or “Court before the Cross,” there was a erected a shrine
(“4”) which was designated as the “Repository of the True Cross.”
Placed just to the left side, or south of the entrance into the Edicule
(“1”), this structure was also aligned with, and placed opposite to
the Rock of Golgotha (“5”) directly east of it. In short, the Vera
Crux and the Holy Sepulcher were laterally aligned in an intimate
spatial relationship, and just as every pious pilgrim to Jerusalem
would have observed with his or her very own eyes.
The devotion paid to the Vera Crux immediately after its
miraculous discovery in 326 is attested to by the vivid account
given by a pious pilgrim. Egeria, a lady from Spain who had
visited the holy sites between 382 and 384, later described the rites
of Good Friday as celebrated in Jerusalem as follows:
A table covered with a linen cloth is placed before the bishop
[of Jerusalem]. The deacons are forming a circle around the
table. A small, gold-plated silver box is brought in. It
contains the wood of the Cross. It is opened, and the wood of
41
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the Cross is placed on the table together with the Titulus [with
this inscription identifying “JESUS OF NAZARETH, THE
KING OF THE JEWS”]. The Bishop, still sitting, seizes the
ends of the holy wood. The deacons guard it, standing, for
now the Catechumens and the faithful come up to the table,
one by one. And so all the people go past the table; everyone
bows and touches the wood and the inscription, first with the
forehead, then with the eyes, and, after kissing the Cross, they
move on. But no one touches it with their hands.
On one occasion, however—I do not known when—
one of them bit off a piece of the Holy Wood and took it away
by theft. And, for this reason, the deacons stand round and
keep watch so that no one dares to do the same again. . . . It is
impressive to see the way all the people are moved by these
readings [recounting the sufferings of Christ during the
Passion], and how they mourn. You could hardly believe how
every single one of them weeps during the three hours, old and
young alike, because of the manner in which the Lord suffered
for it.42

As we have read, the finding of the True Cross was
commonly attributed to St. Helena, the mother of Constantine the
Great.43 In any event, until the twelfth century, the official
guardians of the Vera Crux were the Greek Orthodox monks who
tended the Holy Sepulcher, so explaining the Greek cross placed at
the entrance of the Edicule (Fig. 1-b). It remained in their
possession for centuries, that is, until the capture of Jerusalem on
July 15, 1099, by the Latin, or Frankish, Crusaders. The Catholic
Franks, however, continued with established tradition, and the
Vera Crux remained on display near the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher (that is, the Martyrion: see Fig. 5). As it turns out, this
priceless relic was not the whole Cross, instead simply a part of it,
the inscribed titulus, which had been set (presumably during the
fourth century) within a huge, gem-encrusted crucifix sheathed in
42

Egeria, as cited in Thiede and d’Ancona, The Quest for the True
Cross, 55, 59-60.
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Besides Rufinus, this claim was also advanced by (among others) St.
Ambrose and John Chrysostom; for their statements, see Thiede and d’Ancona,
The Quest for the True Cross, 20 (Ambrose), 74-75 (Chrysostom).
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gold.44 On high feast days, it would be taken from its repositoryshrine set in the southwest corner of the “Court Before the Cross”
(no. 4 in Fig. 5) in order to be carried in ceremonial processions
through the streets of Jerusalem. It later also accompanied the
Crusaders—les croisés—“the cross-bearers”—in all their major
battles against the Moslems.
In this case, the Crusaders were following yet another
talismanic precedent initially set into place by Constantine the
Great. As Eusebius (Vita Constantini, I, 28-31) explained, on the
eve of the battle at the Milvian Bridge in 312, which gave him
possession over Rome and the Empire, and as Constantine later
told his biographer,
He said that about noon, when the day was already beginning
to decline, he saw with his own eyes the trophy of a cross of
light in the heavens, appearing above the sun, and bearing this
inscription: “CONQUER BY THIS [EN TOUTO NIKA].” At
this sight, he himself was struck with amazement, and his
whole army also, which followed him on this expedition, and
witnessed the miracle. . . . And, while he continued to ponder
and reason on its meaning, night suddenly came on; then, in
his sleep, the Christ of God appeared to him with the same
sign [of the Cross] which he had seen in the heavens, and
[Christ] commanded him [Constantine] to make a likeness of
that sign which and had seen in the heavens, and to use it as a
safeguard in all [future] engagements with his enemies. . . .
It [the labarum] was made in the following manner.
A long spear, overlaid with gold, formed the figure of the
Cross by means of a transverse bar. On the top of the whole
there was fixed a wreath of gold and precious stones; and
within this, the symbol of the Savior’s name, two letters
indicating the name of Christ by means of its initial letters, the
letter P [Rho] being intersected by X [Chi] in its center. . . .
From the crossbar of the spear, a cloth was suspended [which]
bore a golden, half-length portrait of the pious emperor. . . .
The emperor constantly made use of this sign of salvation as a
safeguard against every adverse and hostile power, and he
44

The large, gem-encrusted processional cross used to parade the Vera
Crux through the streets of the Holy City is likely that one shown in a mosaic
(ca. 405) placed in the apse of Santa Pudenziana in Rome and showing Christ
enthroned in Jerusalem; see Krautheimer, Rome, fig. 36.
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commanded that others similar to it should be carried at the
head of all his armies.45

Another version of the labarum episode is given in De
mortibus persecutorum composed by Lactantius around 320, and
this is a work that would have been known to Carolingian scholars.
According to Lactantius, on the eve of the battle at the Milvian
Bridge,
Constantine was warned in quiet to mark the celestial sign
[caeleste signum] of God on his shields and thus to engage in
battle. He did as he was ordered. He inscribed the name of
Christ on the shields, using the initial letter X [that is, the Chi],
crossed by the letter I with its top portion bent [so forming the
Rho]. Armed with this sign, the army took the sword. It
proceeded against the enemy without any commander and
crossed the bridge. . . . When he [Constantine] was seen, the
fighting grew more intense, and the hand of God was over the
battle line. The Maxentian line was routed. . . . When this
most bitter of wars was over, Constantine was received as
emperor with the great rejoicing of the Senate.46

Now to be entered into the historical record is yet another
demonstrated fact. In short, Charlemagne’s denarius directly
alludes to Constantine’s heaven-sent “sign” of, equally, “victory”
(Nike) and “salvation,” and such as that “celestial sign,” the
labarum, was specifically described by Eusebius and Lactantius.
Since the Latin equivalent of “Christian” is, of course, correctly
spelled christiana—and not “XPICTIANA” (as seen in Fig. 1-b)—
then the first two letters in this apparently “misspelled” adjective—
XP—are (instead) a Chi and a Rho. In Greek, these indicate,
according to Eusebius, the canonic way to symbolize “the name of
Christ by means of its initial letters.”
This observation
complements, indeed confirms, the suggestion made here earlier
that the Greek (versus Latin) cross placed between the paired
columns in the Edicule (again as seen in Fig. 1-b) specifically
45
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Eusebius, as given in Schaff and Wace, A Select Library, 490-91.

Lactantius, Minor Works, tr. M. F. McDonald, O.P. (Washington,
DC: Catholic UP, 1965), 190-92.
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identifies a building erected within the Byzantine Empire founded
by Constantine. In this case, now we can definitively identify its
geographical location as specifically situated in Jerusalem.
Centuries later, the chief reproach of the Moslems against
the Christians was, in fact, that they were worshipers of the Cross,
and so they rudely dismissed the infidel Catholic invaders as “the
servants of a piece of wood,” that is, the Vera Crux. An Arab
chronicler, Imad ed-Din (al-Imad)—who was the secretary to
Saladin (Salah ed-Din), who finally took back Jerusalem from the
Franks on 2 October 1187—explained the typical Moslem
perception of the Crusaders’ strange obsession with the True Cross
(the emphasis placed in the text is that of al-Imad):
It is before this [True] Cross, whether it is reclining or
standing erect, that every Christian prostrates himself in
prayer. They claim that it is made of the wood to which was
fastened the God [Christ] whom they worship; that is why
they venerate it and fall down at the sight of it. They have
placed it [the fragment] within a golden reliquary; it is covered
with pearls and jewels. They keep it ready for the day of the
Passion, which they celebrate with solemn rites. When it is
taken out in a procession, then escorted by priests and carried
by their leaders, all Christians hasten to crowd around it.
It is permitted to no one to desert it, and the life of
anyone who refuses to follow it is forfeit. The capture of this
Cross is more important in their eyes than is that of their king;
its loss is the greatest disaster which they have suffered in this
battle [of Hattin, on July 4, 1187, when the True Cross was
captured by the armies of Saladin]. . . .
For them, it is an absolute duty to adore it: it is their
God; before it they bow their heads in the dust and bless it
with their lips. They swoon before its apparition and dare not
raise their eyes, and they mortify themselves in its presence,
losing their very reason at the mere sight of it; they fall into
ecstasy at the very beholding of it, and lament at the sight of it.
They would lay down their lives for its sake, and they look to
it for their salvation. They make other crosses--in its image—
and address their homage and their oaths to it in the temples of
their cult.47
47

al-Imad, as quoted in F. Gabrieli, ed., Chroniques arabes des
Croisades (Paris: Sindbad, 1977), 163-64.
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Following this graphic evocation of the equally ecstatic and
mournful psychological effects wrought by the Vera Crux upon the
strange European interlopers, al-Imad next reports the words
supposedly spoken in 1187 by the devout and fanatical defenders
of the sacred place where it was kept, the Holy Sepulcher:
“It is here,” the Franks said, “that our heads must fall and our
souls must go out with our blood; we are going to die here by
the sword. Attacked again and again [by the Moslems],
although covered with wounds, we shall have the patience to
endure, and we will lay down our lives in order to save the
home of our faith [Jerusalem]. It is here, in our Holy
Sepulcher, where we are to be born again; here, our ghosts
will flit and moan with sincere penitence. . . . Here is [the
focus of] our burning desire and the place for payment of our
debt. Our honor lies in paying homage to this holy place, and
our salvation depends upon its salvation. . . . If we abandon it,
shame will be upon us, and we shall only merit dishonor. . . .
Here are present Our Lord [Jesus] and Our Lady [Mary].” . . .
And they added, “In this place, the Messiah was
crucified and the victim was immolated at the sacrifice; here
was divinity made incarnate, God made man, and here the
mingling [of the two, incarnate and divine, natures] was
completed; here the Cross was set up, and light came down
and dissipated the darkness, and here humanity was united
with the divine hypostasis, and existence with nonexistence.” .
. . And [concludes al-Imad] to these lies, which are the object
of their [Christian] cult, they had added the illusions which
turn men away from truth, and so they cried, “We shall die
before the Tomb of Our Lord and, rather than lose it, we shall
first lose our very own lives, because we are fighting for Him
[Christ] as well as for ourselves. Should we let ourselves
become guilty of abandoning this Tomb, of suffering them
[the Moslems] to take it [the Holy Sepulcher] away from us,
and so allowing them to ravish that which we [first] seized out
of their hands [in 1099]?”48

In conclusion, for Charlemagne and his devout
contemporaries, besides the Vera Crux, unquestionably the very
meaning of “Christian Religion” was best physically represented
48

al-Imad, 174-76.
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by the Holy Sepulcher of Christ in Jerusalem, and specifically in
the shape of the Aedicula that had been initially erected by
Charlemagne’s designated imperial role-model, the Emperor
Constantine the Great. This conclusion also fits the written records
abundantly attesting to a Carolingian devotion to the True Cross.49
Among these, a notable example is the text for De laudibus Sancta
Crucis; composed by Hrabanus Maurus around 830, these “Praises
of the Holy Cross” also specifically celebrated Louis the Pious
(ruled 814-840), the son of Charlemagne and the second
Carolingian emperor, as a “New Constantine.”50 Moreover, the
Carolingian chroniclers had also emphasized a complementary
veneration of the site of the martyrdom of Christ, with this known
by them to have been located immediately adjacent to His tomb
(see Fig. 5), and just as Alculph’s account makes perfectly clear.
Finally, and as Einhard had explicitly stated, Charlemagne
had specifically dispatched emissaries bringing pious “offerings to
[both] the most Holy Sepulcher of our Lord and Savior and to the
place of His resurrection,” the Anastasis. Indeed, he further states
that this was a holy site, in sum, the holiest site in all of
Christendom, that had, in fact, been directly “placed under
Charlemagne’s own jurisdiction.” Hence, Charlemagne would
have obviously taken this symbolic structure—his new territorial
acquisition: the Tomb of Christ, and as physically identified by
two complementary, Greek and Latin, representations of the “True
Cross” (and as shown in Fig. 1-b)—to be a concrete sign of
“XPICTIANA RELIGIO,” Christian religion itself in all of its
universal, meaning both Greek and Latin, connotations.
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For more on the Carolingian cult of the Vera Crux, see Celia
Chazelle, The Crucified God in the Carolingian Era: Theology and Art of
Christ’s Passion (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2001).
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This complete text of De laudibus Sancta Crucis is given in J-P.
Migne, ed., Patrologia Latina: Cursus completus (Paris: Garnier, 1844-79), v.
107, columns 139-265.
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